
The Nucoda grading and mastering platforms work natively with 
ARRIRAW, ARRI’s proprietary RAW file format, first pioneered by 
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Digital Vision is proud to collaborate with the finest technology and creative companies in the 
industry. Discover more information about our Partners here, including links to further 
information. 

To inquire how to collaborate with Digital Vision, please contact marketing@digitalvision.se

the ARRI D-21, and the ProRes 4:4:4:4 format introduced with the 
ALEXA camera.

Nucoda/ARRIRAW Interface

ARRI Film & TV Services, the post-
production services division of ARRI 
Group, selected seven Nucoda systems 
with DVO image processing software 
to extend its services portfolio to 
include HD and 2k mastering and 
image enhancement for its film and 
television clients in Germany and 
Switzerland.

The ease of integration between the 
Nucoda Film Master and the ARRI 
ALEXA was a defining factor in the 
final decision for Dublin-based post 
facility Screen Scene to grade the first 
series of HBO’s hugely successful 
television fantasy drama Game of 
Thrones on the Nucoda system.

Read how Image Systems' Nucoda platform
colours new worlds in HBO’s Game of Thrones



Digital Vision was the first grading equipment supplier to join Avid's
DNxHD® codec licensing program to address the significant industry 
demand for efficient file-based mastering and grading within 
established Avid broadcast and film workflows.

Based on the AAF workflow all 
Nucoda systems deliver a seamless 
integration within an Avid 
environment providing users with 
a feature-rich colour grading 
solution, or image restoration and 
enhancement tools that are 
superior to anything else in the 
market. This is all done within the 
system with no need to use 
external conversion tools - Avid 
and Nucoda both work natively on 
the 64-bit Windows 7 OS.

Read about the Avid workflow with Nucoda grading system.
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Nucoda/Avid Interface

There is also full native support for Avid-shared storage solutions including Unity, ISIS and 
Interplay.

Read about the Avid workflow with Nucoda grading system.

Read how the Avid Artist Color panel is supported by Image Systems’ entry-level grading software Nucoda Fuse. 

Read about Nucoda’s interoperability with Avid solutions that helped Keep Me Posted create its television pipeline.

Dell OEM solutions provide Digital Vision with hardware including 
workstations and storage for the Nucoda colour grading and Phoenix 
media restoration software solutions. With guaranteed performance 
backed up by global support, our work with Dell OEM ensures our 
customers a solid, stable and high performing system.

Dolby, Image Systems preferred partner, provides filmmakers, post 
production and broadcast facilities a new reference display that 
enables high-quality production workflows with full dynamic range, 
high contrast ratio and wide colour gamut: the Dolby Professional 
Reference Monitor.

The Dolby® PRM-4200 Professional Reference Monitor is the most accurate monitor for 
creating any type of entertainment content. Dolby’s patented dual-modulation display 
technology produces images of the highest quality possible on a flat-panel monitor.

Critical, colour-accurate monitoring is an important part of the new ACES support within 
Nucoda and the Dolby® PRM-4200 is the only non-projection device that can offer this.
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GenArts is the leading provider of visual effects software to the media 
and advertising industries. By marrying the art of visual effects and 
the science of audience engagement, GenArts helps video creators 
maximize the value of their content.

Sapphire Visual Effects

Fully qualified for the Nucoda 
platform, GenArts’ Sapphire OFX 
visual effects plug-ins address the 
specific needs of compositors and 
ensures they get the essential visual 
effects to problem-solve, layer, 
finesse, adjust, create and perform 
other specific technical compositing 
actions.

Digital Vision has supported RED as an early partner in the 
development of the original SDK. That collaboration continues with all development of the original SDK. That collaboration continues with all 
Nucoda applications fully supporting the latest .r3d file formats. Our 
latest RED integration is faster and includes support for the new Epic 
range of cameras. Full support is also included for the Red Rocket card 
to offer real-time debayierng functionality.

Nucoda/RED Interface

Digital Vision has recently 
introduced new system 
architecture that allows a pan-and-
scan format conversion to be 
added after the debayer - so RED 
files can now be downsized from 
“full premium” using our advanced 
ZOM filter to create the highest 
quality image ever.

Read how the team at RED and Image Systems worked together to enable Hydraulx to build a 
production delivery OpenEXR pipeline



Artists can colour grade material confidently knowing what they see in the suite will be 
duplicated in the target viewing environment.

The comprehensive set of tools in THX cineSpace offers the highest precision colour
management available in the industry and is readily available through the Nucoda interface. 
This allows colourists to control every aspect of the colour management system from the 
Nucoda GUI.
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THX cineSpace colour management and Nucoda grading suites work 
together seamlessly to ensure colour consistency, which is essential 
for mastering feature films, TV shows and commercials. THX 
cineSpace allows Nucoda colourists to accurately calibrate displays 
and emulate virtually any target, from film stock to automotive video 
screens.

Nucoda/cineSpace workflow
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